Only from NEMCO!
™

Because Nature’s Bounty Deserves
Perfection in Slicing

NEMCO MODEL #N55200AN

Stainless steel blades
remain razor sharp.

™

SLICES TO
PERFECTION...

Choose from adjustable or
fixed slice thickness
models. Positive control of
slice thickness on adjustable slice models is assured
by a calibrated easy-toset, easy-to-read thickness gauge. An exclusive
EASY SLICER feature!

Is Fast and Easy
to Operate

Mounting base attaches
easily to countertops or
other flat surfaces including
the new #55816 portable
mounting base; machine
removes in seconds for
cleaning or storage.

In seconds,
produce
mounds
of uniformly sliced fresh vegetables
and fruits for salad bars, sandwich
and pizza toppings and more...
Optional Shredding Plates
3/16" and 5/16" shredding plates
attach in seconds to make quick
work of cabbage, cheese, eggs,
carrots, potatoes plus other fruits and
vegetables.
The Easy Slicer is available as
a shredding-only model – The Easy
Shredder.

with minimal training and big savings
in time and labor!

Choice of Adjustable or Fixed
Slice Thickness Models
Adjustable Model

Eliminate time and productwasting guesswork with Nemco’s
exclusive visual thickness gauge,
standard on all adjustable thickness
models. The gauge is calibrated in
1/16" increments to a maximum of 1/2".
The operator presets the desired slice
thickness by simply turning a thumbscrew control.

™

Fixed Model

Assure absolute portion control
with one of our five fixed-slice thickness models: 1/8", 5/32", 3/16",
7/32" or 1/4".

Easy Mounting Board #55816
Use the Easy Slicer
with the Nemco
mounting base for a
Model #55816
secure workstation,
plus easy removal for cleaning and
storage. (Easy mounting board
sold separately.)
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specifications
Overall width (minimum)..12.5” (31.8 cm)
Overall width (maximum)....21” (53.3 cm)
Overall height ....................16” (40.6 cm)
Overall depth ....................11” (27.9 cm)
We reserve the right to make changes without
notice in design, specifications and models.

DISTRIBUTED BY:

Blade plate diameter ..................91/4”
Actual Weight..................8.5 lbs. (3.9 kg)
Shipping weight ..............13 lbs. (5.9 kg)
Replacement parts available quickly
through our Nemco 24-hour Zip Program.
NEMCO Food Equipment, Ltd.
301 Meuse Argonne
P.O. Box 305
Hicksville, OH 43526
(800) 782-6761
Phone (419) 542-7751
FAX (419) 542-6690
www.nemcofoodequip.com

